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E.O. 12356: N/A
TAGS: PINS, PREL, XF, PU
SUBJECT: VIDEOS OF SAUDI PROPAGANDA OFFENSIVE

REF: RIYADH 7716

1. EMBASSY BISSAU COULD EFFECTIVELY USE IN ITS PUBLIC DIPLOMACY PROGRAM VIDEO TAPES OF RIOTS BY IRANIANS, AND THE 30 MINUTE TAPE ON IRANIAN THREATS TO SAUDI SECURITY MENTIONED IN REFTEL. PILGRIMS FROM GUINEA-BISSAU ARE IN MECCA AND INTEREST IN EVENTS WILL REMAIN HIGH. IF VIDEO TAPES ARE AVAILABLE PLEASE LET US KNOW HOW WE CAN OBTAIN THEM. WHILE NTSC AND PAL SYSTEMS ARE MOST USEFUL TO EMBASSY, MANY USERS HERE HAVE MULTI-SYSTEM MACHINES AND CAN USE SECAM WHICH WE UNDERSTAND IS THE SYSTEM USED IN SAUDI ARABIA.

2. PLEASE ADVISE. BLACKEN
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